
split square layout and color guide
for cement & ceramic tiles
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split square
size and color specifications

* Color and size are customizable for  
this product.

8”    20 cm

8”

20 cm

8 x 8 inches = 0.44 sq. feet per tile

20 x 20 centimeters = 0.04  sq. meters  

per tile
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split square
thyme powder

split square
ebony swan

split square
regatta snow

split square
powder swan

split square
cloud swan
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tile placement

split square
diamonds in thyme powder

what to order
Split Square in Thyme Powder

Cement tile minimum:  15 boxes of 12 tiles 
= 180 tiles

Ceramic tile minimum:  6 boxes of 20 tiles 
= 120 tiles

We recommend a 20% overage on all 
tile orders.

4’     1.21 m

4’ 8”

1.42 m

4 x 4.67 feet = 18.33 square feet

1.21 x 1.42 meters = 1.7 square metersstraight

tile alignment

info and design consultation
Please visit the tile info section on  

our website for more details on  

specs, testing, installation, and 

commercial orders. We are happy 

to help calculate quantities plus 

necessary overage and to assist you 

in your customized tile layout. Please 

email info@aimeewilder.com.

layout
This pattern creates Diamonds by clustering Split Square tiles in groups of 2 

by 2, with the dark corners all pointing inward. Repeat this clustering over the 

whole area,in a straight alignment. Each of the dark diamonds should touch 

the points of the others, so that darker and lighter diamonds alternate.

tile directions

(__) up left up right (__)

(__) down left down right (__)
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tile placement

split square
triangles in thyme powder

what to order
Split Square in Thyme Powder

Cement tile minimum:  15 boxes of 12 tiles 
= 180 tiles

Ceramic tile minimum:  6 boxes of 20 tiles 
= 120 tiles

We recommend a 20% overage on all 

4’     1.21 m

4’ 8”

1.42 m

4 x 4.67 feet = 18.33 square feet

1.21 x 1.42 meters = 1.7 square meters

straight

tile alignment

info and design consultation
Please visit the tile info section on  

our website for more details on  

specs, testing, installation, and 

commercial orders. We are happy 

to help calculate quantities plus 

necessary overage and to assist you 

in your customized tile layout. Please 

email info@aimeewilder.com.

layout
To make a Triangles pattern, alternate tiles across the row between down right 

and down left. Duplicate the first row until the area is full.

tile directions

left left leftright right right

down(__) down left down right (__)
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tile placement

split square
split triangles in thyme powder

what to order
Split Square in Thyme Powder

Cement tile minimum:  15 boxes of 12 tiles 
= 180 tiles

Ceramic tile minimum:  6 boxes of 20 tiles 
= 120 tiles

We recommend a 20% overage on all 
tile orders.

4’     1.21 m

4’ 8”

1.42 m

4 x 4.67 feet = 18.33 square feet

1.21 x 1.42 meters = 1.7 square meters

straight

tile alignment

info and design consultation
Please visit the tile info section on  

our website for more details on  

specs, testing, installation, and 

commercial orders. We are happy 

to help calculate quantities plus 

necessary overage and to assist you 

in your customized tile layout. Please 

email info@aimeewilder.com.

layout
In the Split Triangles pattern, tiles alternate  down right and up right across 

the row. The next row is exactly the same — notice that all tiles in each vertical 

column point in the same direction. When the pattern is complete, you’ll see 

rows of dual-tone triangles that alternate between pointing up and down. 

tile directions

up up updown down down

rightdown right (__) up right (__)
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tile placement

split square
subway triangles in thyme powder

what to order
Split Square in Thyme Powder

Cement tile minimum:  15 boxes of 12 tiles 
= 180 tiles

Ceramic tile minimum:  6 boxes of 20 tiles 
= 120 tiles

We recommend a 20% overage on all 
tile orders.

4’     1.21 m

4’ 8”

1.42 m

4 x 4.67 feet = 18.33 square feet

1.21 x 1.42 meters = 1.7 square meters

straight

tile alignment

info and design consultation
Please visit the tile info section on  

our website for more details on  

specs, testing, installation, and 

commercial orders. We are happy 

to help calculate quantities plus 

necessary overage and to assist you 

in your customized tile layout. Please 

email info@aimeewilder.com.

layout
For this pattern, tiles are paired together across the row, with the dark halves 

pointing down towards each other — first down right, then down left. In the next 

row,  this same pair is offset by one tile from the row above — start the row with 

a tile pointing down left, then down right, and so on. The completed pattern 

makes a field of triangles that alternate between dark and light, pointing 

up and down. Each dark triangle’s apex touches the lower corners of the 2 

triangles above. 

tile directions

(__) down left down right (__)
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tile placement

split square
zig-zag in thyme powder

what to order
Split Square in Thyme Powder

Cement tile minimum:  15 boxes of 12 tiles 
= 180 tiles

Ceramic tile minimum:  6 boxes of 20 tiles 
= 120 tiles

We recommend a 20% overage on all 
tile orders.

4’     1.21 m

4’

1.21 m

4 x 4 feet = 16 square feet

1.21 x 1.21 meters = 1.46 square meters
straight

tile alignment

info and design consultation
Please visit the tile info section on  

our website for more details on  

specs, testing, installation, and 

commercial orders. We are happy 

to help calculate quantities plus 

necessary overage and to assist you 

in your customized tile layout. Please 

email info@aimeewilder.com.

layout
For this pattern, tiles are repeated in groups of four across each row, and rows 

alternate. In the first row, the darker halves of each tile point toward each  

other — down right and down left, then up right and up left — and so  

on across the row. In the second row, the dark areas point away from each 

other — up left and up right, then down left and down right — and so on 

across the row. The third row is laid out like the first, and the fourth goes like the 

second. Continue alternating rows like this to fill the space. As you do, you’ll 

see the Zig-Zag pattern take shape in alternating bands of your Split Square 

colorway’s darker and lighter colors. 

tile directions

(__) up left up right (__)

(__) down left down right (__)
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tile placement

split square
flipped arrows in thyme powder

what to order
Split Square in Thyme Powder

Cement tile minimum:  15 boxes of 12 tiles 
= 180 tiles

Ceramic tile minimum:  6 boxes of 20 tiles 
= 120 tiles

We recommend a 20% overage on all 
tile orders.

5’ 4”     1.52 m

4’

1.21 m

4 x 5.33 feet = 21.33 square feet

1.21 x 1.52 meters = 1.84 square metersstraight

tile alignment

info and design consultation
Please visit the tile info section on  

our website for more details on  

specs, testing, installation, and 

commercial orders. We are happy 

to help calculate quantities plus 

necessary overage and to assist you 

in your customized tile layout. Please 

email info@aimeewilder.com.

layout
For this pattern, follow Zig-Zag, but with slight variations in each odd row. Start 

by laying out the first row of Zig-Zag, across the entire row. The second row 

begins like the second row of Zig-Zag — for the first 2 tiles, the dark halves point 

away from each other, up left and up right. Then, the third and fourth tiles 

rotate vertically 180º as a pair — now the lighter “negative” triangle (pointing 

up) mirrors the downward dark triangle above. Moving down the row, skip 2 

tiles — then the next 2 tiles again rotate vertically. Repeat these steps across 

the entire row. The third row is laid out like the first, and the fourth goes like the 

second row. Repeat these alternating rows until the area is covered.

tile directions

(__) up left up right (__)

(__) down left down right (__)
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tile placement

split square
diamond back in thyme powder

what to order
Split Square in Thyme Powder

Cement tile minimum:  15 boxes of 12 tiles 
= 180 tiles

Ceramic tile minimum:  6 boxes of 20 tiles 
= 120 tiles

We recommend a 20% overage on all 
tile orders.

5’ 4”    1.52 m

4’

1.21 m

straight

tile alignment

info and design consultation
Please visit the tile info section on  

our website for more details on  

specs, testing, installation, and 

commercial orders. We are happy 

to help calculate quantities plus 

necessary overage and to assist you 

in your customized tile layout. Please 

email info@aimeewilder.com.

layout
The Diamond Back pattern is also based on Zig-Zag, but with important 

variations. As you work down the surface, you’ll notice that the pattern repeats 

every 4 rows. The first row is like Zig-Zag — dark halves point towards each  

other — but this time, start with up right and up left, then down right and down 

left, and so on. For the second row, as with Zig-Zag, dark halves point away 

from each other — but here, all the tiles point downward — down left,  

down right, and so on across the row. In the third row, the dark halves again 

point toward each other — but this time, all point up — up right, up left, and so 

on across the row. In the fourth row, dark halves point together, but start with up 

left, then down right, down left, up right, up left, down right, down left, and so 

on. The fifth row goes back to repeat the first row. 

tile directions

(__) up left up right (__)

(__) down left down right (__)

4 x 5.33 feet = 21.33 square feet

1.21 x 1.52 meters = 1.84 square meters
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tile placement

split square & split rectangle left
rotation in ebony swan

what to order
Split Rectangle Left in Ebony Swan

Cement tile minimum:  15 boxes of 8 tiles  
= 120 tiles

Ceramic tile minimum:  8 boxes of 10 tiles 
= 80 tiles

Split Square in Ebony Swan

Cement tile minimum:  15 boxes of 12 tiles 
= 180 tiles

Ceramic tile minimum:  6 boxes of 20 tiles 
= 120 tiles

We recommend a 20% overage on all 
tile orders.

4’     1.21 m

4’

1.21 m

4 x 4 feet = 16 square feet

1.21 x 1.21 meters = 1.46 square metersvertical and horizontal

tile alignment

info and design consultation
Please visit the tile info section on  

our website for more details on  

specs, testing, installation, and 

commercial orders. We are happy 

to help calculate quantities plus 

necessary overage and to assist you 

in your customized tile layout. Please 

email info@aimeewilder.com.

layout
Rotation is both simple and complex because it combines Split Rectangle Left tiles — both horizontally and vertically — 

with Split Squares. But take a closer look at the diagram and you’ll see that SR Left tiles are always oriented up, whether 

they’re horizontal or vertical, and the Split Square is always pointing up right. Together these 3 tiles form a unit that 

repeats across the pattern. You can see the repeat in the diagram’s top left: First, place an SR Left horizontally and up. 

Directly below, aligned to the left, place an SR Left vertically and up. Next, in the right angle formed by the 2 SR tiles, 

place the Split Square up right. Notice how each repeat fits into the others like a puzzle.

tile directions

(__) up left

horizontal up

vertical up

split rectangle left split square
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tile placement

split square & split rectangles
icicles in regatta snow

what to order
Split Rectangle Left in Regatta Snow

Split Rectangle Right in Regatta Snow

Cement tile minimum:  15 boxes of 8 tiles  
= 120 tiles

Ceramic tile minimum:  8 boxes of 10 tiles 
= 80 tiles

Split Square in Regatta Snow

Cement tile minimum:  15 boxes of 12 tiles 
= 180 tiles

Ceramic tile minimum:  6 boxes of 20 tiles 
= 120 tiles

We recommend a 20% overage on all 
tile orders.

4’     1.21 m

4’

1.21 m

4 x 4 feet = 16 square feet

1.21 x 1.21 meters = 1.46 square metersvertical and horizontal

tile alignment

info and design consultation
Please visit the tile info section on  

our website for more details on  

specs, testing, installation, and 

commercial orders. We are happy 

to help calculate quantities plus 

necessary overage and to assist you 

in your customized tile layout. Please 

email info@aimeewilder.com.

layout
Like Rotation, Icicles can at first appear very complex because it combines Split Square, Split Rectangle Left, and Split 

Rectangle Right tiles all in the same layout. But look closely and you’ll notice that each tile is always oriented the same 

way — Split Square is up left, SR Left is horizontal up, and SR Right is vertical up. The entire pattern is made from this 3-unit 

repeat. You can see the repeat in the diagram’s top left: First, place an SR Left horizontally and up. Directly below, aligned 

to the left, place an SR Right vertically and up. Next, in the right angle formed by the 2 SR tiles, place the Split Square up 

left. Notice how each repeat fits into the others like a puzzle.

tile directions

(__) up left

split square

vertical up

split rectangle right

horizontal up

split rectangle left
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tile placement

split square & split rectangle right
scratch in powder swan

what to order
Split Rectangle Right in Powder Swan

Cement tile minimum:  15 boxes of 8 tiles  
= 120 tiles

Ceramic tile minimum:  8 boxes of 10 tiles 
= 80 tiles

Split Square in Powder Swan

Cement tile minimum:  15 boxes of 12 tiles 
= 180 tiles

Ceramic tile minimum:  6 boxes of 20 tiles 
= 120 tiles

We recommend a 20% overage on all 
tile orders.

4’     1.21 m

4’

1.21 m

4 x 4 feet = 16 square feet

1.21 x 1.21 meters = 1.46 square metersvertical and horizontal

tile alignment

info and design consultation
Please visit the tile info section on  

our website for more details on  

specs, testing, installation, and 

commercial orders. We are happy 

to help calculate quantities plus 

necessary overage and to assist you 

in your customized tile layout. Please 

email info@aimeewilder.com.

layout
This pattern lays out exactly like Rotation and Icicles — in 3-unit repeats — except that Scratch combines Split Square 

tiles pointing up right with Split Rectangle Right tiles oriented horizontally down and vertically up. Start by laying out the 

basic repeat: First is an SR Right horizontal, oriented down. Below, place an SR Right vertically, oriented up, with the left 

edge aligned with the tile above. Next, place the Split Square pointing up right inside the angle formed by the 2 SR tiles. 

Notice how, like Icicles, each repeat fits into the others like a puzzle. The final pattern is a series of jagged zig-zags running 

diagonally across the surface. 

horizontal down

tile directions

up right (__)

split square

vertical up

split rectangle right
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